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TAKE ME OUT TO THE BALLGAME
BY JENNIFER MCMAHAN

Summer is filled with baseball, softball, swimming, and 
fairs; from June to July youth ball is in full swing; no pun 
intended. All Star games kick off for the MLB in July as 
well as the MLB Draft; followed by the MLB Little League 
Classic in August.
On May 24th Kauffman Stadium; home of the Kansas City 
Royals, hosted Heart & Stroke Awareness Night, Presented 
by the University of Kansas Health System. If you missed it 
don’t worry, they have some other noteworthy events pop-
ping up in July!
On July 14th you can head out to Kauffman Stadium for 
Blood Cancers Awareness Night, presented by the Univer-
sity of Kansas Cancer Center; as well as, Royals Comicon, 
Summer Fireworks (presented by Price Chopper); and 
Sluggerrr Handmade by Robots Giveaway! August 1st is 
Ag Night at the K. With tons of events and promotions be-
tween the two. 
The average age of a Major League Baseball Fan is 57. 
Bethesda Health recommends baseball/softball as a posi-
tive recreational activity for seniors. Kansas even has their 
own Senior Softball League in the KC Metro; consisting of 
95 teams with a season run from April to September. Soft-
ball and Baseball encourage team sport running; power; 
engages balance and hand-eye coordination. 
As a parent I spend a lot of time picking up gloves, bats, 
mitts, and balls from my yard or running kids to and from 
games and practices. Ian Kraemer is 13 years old (and my 
oldest child); he found his love of baseball from his dad 
and grandpa. His favorite baseball player is Ken Griffey Jr; 
Griffey played 22 years in the MLB for the Seattle Mariners; 
and Cincinnati Reds; as well as the Chicago White Sox as 
an outfielder. Kraemer even has an obnoxious collection of 
baseball cards he inherited from his grandpa. “My favorite 
part of baseball is being with my team and supporting each 
other through the journey,” Kraemer said. Baseball became 
popular in the 1860s; and the cards featuring players were 
originally used to advertise businesses. 
Whether you head out this summer to watch your kids; 
grandkids; or favorite team play be sure to know to stay 
hydrated; protect your skin (hats and sunscreen, folks); 

and stay active. Watching baseball can reduce depression 
according to studies, ‘Intervention studies on older adults 
have shown that subjective happiness increased after 
watching a professional baseball game and that depressive 
symptoms improved after 2 months of regularly watching 
baseball at a stadium.’ (Tsuji, T., Kanamori, S., Watanabe, 
R. et al, 2021.)
Being as spectator of the American past time has also prov-
en to be an innovative dementia treatment. According to 
Comfort Care Homes (2023), “Sports reminiscence ther-
apy encourages seniors with Alzheimer’s to socialize, talk 
baseball.”
This approach to dementia and Alzheimer’s care helps to 
utilize alternative forms of communication; aids in social-
ization, by interacting with other seniors with dementia or 
sharing similar interest can trigger positive memories; this 
also allows for the exploration of continuing care options.
Whether you choose to watch or play this summer the ben-
efits of baseball don’t stop in the Golden Years.
           ... CONTINUED ON PAGE 5
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From The Director
Leslea Rockers

Employee of the Quarter

Shelby Reed
Employee of the Quarter is Shelby 
Reed—Shelby started at the agency 
in August of 2022 as the Caregiver 
Coordinator and has grown the pro-
gram and has added the position of 
Community Services Team Lead to 
her duties. She is a fast learner, a hard 
worker and has been a great asset to 

the agency! She is creative and steps up to take on new 
projects, helps to train staff and does what she can for our 
clients in a caring and compassionate manner.

FARMERS MARKET VOUCH-
ERS INCREASE IN AMOUNT

One of the business times of the 
year for the agency is during the 
gardening season! The Kansas 
Senior Farmers Market Nutri-
tion  Program (KSFMNP) pro-
vides annual benefits to older 

adults to purchase fresh fruits and vegetables, herbs, 
and honey from certified farmers at Farmers Markets 
in Kansas. 

To be eligible you must be at least 60 years of age, or 
55 years of age and a member of an Indian Tribal Or-
ganization and meet the following income guidelines. 
If you are eligible you will receive a one-time benefit 
of five (5) $10 vouchers for a total of $50 to purchase 
eligible food from authorized farmers.  The 2023 
amount is $15 higher than previous years in value.

Eligibility is determined by household size, but ben-
efits are distributed individually, meaning any others 
in your household also meeting the age and income 
requirements may apply for and receive their own 
benefits. 

Benefits are given out on a first-come, first-serve ba-
sis. To complete an application, Contact our agency 
at 117 S Main, Ottawa. We will also have local distri-
bution sites in our counties at the following locations: 

• K-State Frontier Extension District offices in Gar-
nett and Lyndon
• K-State Marais des Cygne District offices in Paola 
and Mound City
• Coffey County Extension Office in Burlington

Volunteers of the Quarter

In early April, the Lebo Site Manag-
er, Wendy harboneau had bilateral 
mastectomies. After 5 weeks post-op 
she got an infection and had to have 
emergency surgery again. In prepara-
tion for this Sandy Potenza and Susan 
Rowe stepped up in the biggest and 
best way possible to ensure Wendy’s 
seniors at the site were taken care of.  
They both came in earlier than usual 
to learn the food intake process and 
how to prep for deliveries.  They have 
continuously worked full days along-
side me for the last 2 months as I have 
had lifting restrictions.  They have 
continued to maintain high standards 

of service and kept morale high.  The last few months 
would not have been possible without them.  Wendy stat-
ed that ‘I am truly blessed to have such wonderful volun-
teers!’

Sandy Potenza

Susan Rowe 

Applications for vouchers must be completed by 
September 15, 2023. They will be available after June 
5th through our agency.  Should you apply after Sep-
tember 15, 2023, or you are told benefits are no lon-
ger available, you will be added to a waitlist and con-
tacted if additional farmers market benefits become 
available.
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New Staff at ECKAAA

Megan Ybarra - 
Kitchen Assistant

Megan grew up in Lawrence; and has resided 
in Baldwin City for the last 10+ years. She has a 
15 year old daughter and enjoys spending time 

outdoors. Megan has prior experience in restaurant management 
before joining ECKAAA’s kitchen.

Chelsea Schuh -
Kitchen Supervisor
Chelsea grew up in Ottawa and lived there un-
til 2020; she now resides in Garnett.  Chelsea 
and her longtime partner are expecting their 
first child in October. She enjoys long walks; 
spending time in her garden, and helping her 
boyfriend build demolition cars. She previ-
ously worked in various agricultural settings, 

working with both plants and animals.

Samantha Chidster -
Options Counselor

Samantha was born and raised in Ottawa. She 
has been married for 25 years and has two col-
lege aged kids; one is attending Emporia and 
the other is in Wichita. Samantha spent most 
of her working years in childcare but has worn 
many hats from manufacturing; to retail, and 
banking.

Linda Diane Humerickhouse
CDDO Administrative Assistant

Diane grew up in Williamsburg; and current-
ly resides in Ottawa. She has two children and 
three grandchildren. She enjoys gardening in 
her free time and previously worked as a school 
secretary.

Kyleigh Crist -
CDDO Quality Assurance

Kyleigh is from Wellsville and currently re-
sides in Paola. Her family is her parents and 
two brothers. She enjoys spending her free 
time playing with her puppy; reading and bak-
ing. Prior to joining ECKAAA Kyleigh was a 
receptionist and paraprofessional.

What does it mean to be Neurodivergent?
By Erin Gregory and Deborah Courtney, Ph. D., L.C.S.W., M.A. (Feb. 23, 2023)

Everyone’s brain operates differently. For the average individual, 
brain functions, behaviors and processing are expected to meet the 
milestones set by society for developmental growth. For those who 
veer either slightly, or significantly, outside of these parameters, 
their brain functions could be classified as neurodivergent.

Neurodivergent is a non-medical umbrella term that describes peo-
ple with variation in their mental functions and can include condi-
tions such as autism spectrum disorder (ASD) or other neurological 
or developmental conditions such as attention-deficit/hyperactivity 
disorder (ADHD).

In this article, we review the different qualities a neurodivergent in-
dividual might have, diagnoses that encompass these qualities and 
expert-recommended approaches to ensuring neurodivergent indi-
viduals lead a happy, successful life. Neurodivergence Explained by 
Experts

Neurodivergence is a concept originally attributed to the 1990s so-
ciologist Judy Singer, a self-advocate with autism who challenged 
conventional ideas about what is considered normal and abnormal. 
Singer based much of her analysis on her personal experiences as a 
child, as she was teased due to her differences. Her work follows the 
common theme that no brain is the same and everyone has a unique 
combination of abilities and needs.

Singer defines neurodiversity as:
• A state of nature to be respected
• An analytical tool for examining social issues
• An argument for the conservation and facilitation of human 
diversity

Singer explains that neurodiversity provides an opportunity for so-
ciety to learn more about individuals whose brain operates differ-
ently than what is considered typical. It challenges us to look outside 
the box at how we present information, and to embrace diversity 
and differences rather than categorize it as problematic.

Neurodiversity is “the idea that people experience and interact with 
the world around them in many different ways; there is no one 
‘right’ way of thinking, learning and behaving, and differences are 
not viewed deficits,” according to Harvard Health.

To provide further clarity, Laura Boxley, Ph.D., the director of Clin-
ical Neuropsychology Training in the Department of Psychiatry and 
Behavioral Health at The Ohio State University College of Medicine,
explains neurodiversity as “the idea that people experience or inter-
act with the world around them in many different ways—some that 
may not be considered typical. It is based on the framework that
‘different’ is not the same as ‘deficient.’”

What Conditions May a Neurodivergent Person Have? 
Neurodivergent individuals often experience differences in mental 
function, learning styles, sensory processing, communication styles 
and behaviors. They may struggle with soft skills such as emotion-
al intelligence, social interactions or the ability to work effectively 
in a group. Other physical behaviors such as standing too close to 
someone, speaking too loudly or self-soothing actions like rocking 
or irregular hand movement—may also be present.

Below are some mental  health .... CONTINUED ON PAGE 10 
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Garnett Housing Authority

Park Plaza North
Independent Senior 
Living for ages 55 
and older. Worry-
free, maintenance 
free. Utilities, 
lawn care and 
snow removal are 
included in rent. No 
income qualifications.

Parkside Place I & II
Roomy one-bedroom 
apartments furnished 
with a stove, refrigerator, 
carpeting, drapes and 
UTILITIES INCLUDED. 
Locked outside doors for 
added security. Subsidized 
rent for qualified seniors 
62 and older.

Call TODAY for your complimentary
consultation and tour! (785) 448-6990

♦ Garnett Housing Authority ♦
♦ 116 Park Plaza North  ♦ Garnett, Kansas 66032 ♦

785.448.6990 ♦ Email: garnetthousing@embarqmail.com
Owned and operated by the City of Garnett

FROM THE EDITOR:
Summer means hot days, tornadoes, wind, and rain. 
My prior experience as an emergency responder drove 
the need to share important stroke information; as 
heat stroke and other incidents rise.

Please go out and enjoy the seasons offering from 
farmers markets; to barbecues and weekends at the 
lake. Enjoy ball games, the pool and more. Take time 
to know the signs of stroke and heat illness. 

In technology, I shared a snippet from my personal 
experience with UV exposure; skin cancer is very per-
sonal to my family and if the technology available can 
mitigate the risk for one person, I feel its an important 
precaution to share. 

Here at ECKAAA, we want to know your story and 
community happenings! If you’d like to share, please 
contact us at 785-242-7200 or 1-800-633-5621.
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Money
Mat te r$
Ryan Henningsen
Financial Advisor
Edward Jones
www.edwardjones.com

HOW MUCH SHOULD I TAKE FROM MY INVESTMENTS?

It’s a good question to ask, and an important one. Because how 
much you withdraw from your portfolio each year can play a 
big role in how long your money could last.

It’s taken a lifetime of saving and investing to get to this point. 
So, now what? How much money can you use from your invest-
ments to spend in retirement? It’s an important question, be-
cause how much you withdraw from your portfolio each year 
can play a big role in how long your money could last. We can 
help you find the answer.

Life wasn’t predictable when you were working full time. That 
doesn’t change in retirement. That’s why we believe withdraw-
al rates (or how much you take from your investments each 
year) should be modest.

Adjust your strategy, if needed

Having a retirement income strategy can help give you an in-
tangible, but critical resource – flexibility. This means you’re 
better prepared to handle whatever life brings your way. Your 
Edward Jones financial advisor will talk with you to under-
stand what you want to do and how much you want to spend. 
Then, you can work together to create a strategy that’s specific 
to you.

Our guidance for withdrawal rates below can serve as a good 
starting point to determine if your expectations are realistic. 
This guidance assumes you’ll spend a bit more each year to ac-
count for inflation, and that you’ll live until at least age 90.

Initial withdrawal guidance

Visual description

But a successful withdrawal strategy in retirement doesn’t just 
mean sticking to a certain percentage. You’ll probably need to 

make adjustments over time as your goals and
income needs change, and that is where your 
Edward Jones financial advisor can help tailor this guidance to 
your situation.

Struggling for income? Steps to consider.

If your retirement goals don’t exactly align with what your in-
vestments can support, your Edward Jones financial advisor 
can help you determine if you need to make some adjustments, 
including cutting expenses, working part time or delaying re-
tirement.

These adjustments may have other benefits, too. For example, 
delaying retirement may allow your investments to continue 
to grow and could increase your Social Security benefits. Oth-
er options, such as immediate annuities, might help increase 
your cash flow and provide a floor for your income.
Be flexible over time.

Market performance can be unpredictable, but you can pre-
pare for it. Starting out with a modest withdrawal rate can 
provide you with flexibility to better handle market declines 
and unexpected expenses, should they occur. But you may still 
need to make adjustments along the way to keep you on track 
during a market decline, such as:
• Determining where you can cut back on spending.
• Not taking an annual “raise” (not automatically taking more 
from your investments each year for inflation)

TAKE ME OUT TO THE BALLGAME CONT’D...

Citations:
(n.d.). Baseball is a Hit for Innovative Dementia Treat-
ment. Comfort Care Homes. Retrieved May 12, 2023, 
from https://comfortcarehomes.com/blog/52/base-
ball-is-a-hit-for-innovative-dementia-treatment/

Kawakami, R. et al. Influence of watching profession-
al baseball on Japanese elders’ affect and subjective hap-
piness. Gerontol. Geriatr. Med. 3, 2333721417721401. 
https://doi.org/10.1177/2333721417721401 (2017).

Kawakami, R. et al. Effect of watching professional base-
ball at a stadium on health-related outcomes among Jap-
anese older adults: a randomized controlled trial. Geri-
atr. Gerontol. Int. 19, 717–722. https://doi.org/10.1111/
ggi.13687 (2019).

Tsuji, T., Kanamori, S., Watanabe, R. et al. Watching sports 
and depressive symptoms among older adults: a cross-sec-
tional study from the JAGES 2019 survey. Sci Rep 11, 
10612 (2021). https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-021-89994-
8
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Super Senior
Checking Account
For	age	60	or	over
• NO	Service	Charge
• $50	Minimum	Balance

to	Open
• Pays	Interest	Monthly

•	Free	checks
(limited	by	design)

Ask about our Mobile App!

Sign up online now for internet banking!
www.GSSB.us.com

EQUAL
HOUSING
LENDER

620-852-3512
PO Box 324.

Colony, KS 66015

785-448-2300
PO BOX 145

Garnett, KS 66032

785-242-6777
PO Box 900

Ottawa, KS 66067

785-566-3311
PO Box 70

Pomona, KS 66076

620-368-4311
PO Box 145

Hepler, KS 66746

620-449-2800
PO Box 158

St. Paul, KS 66771

620-354-6435
PO Box 129

Walnut, KS 66780

GSSB
GOPPERT STATE SERVICE BANK

Serving the area since 1899

ADULT PROTECTIVE SERVICES
ABUSE, NEGLECT, EXPLOITATION
1. In the Community - 800-922-5330
2. In Adult Care Home - 800-842-0078
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Does Medicare cover dental care? 
Medicare does not cover dental services that you need primarily for the 

health of your teeth, including but not limited to:
• Routine checkups
• Cleanings
• Fillings
• Dentures (complete or partial/bridge)
• Tooth extractions (having your teeth pulled) in most cases
If you receive dental services, you will be responsible for the full cost of 

your care unless you have private dental coverage or are utilizing a low-
cost dental resource. Again, Medicare will not pay for or reimburse you for 
dental services you receive primarily for the health of your teeth.
Note: Some Medicare Advantage Plans cover routine dental services, such 
as checkups or cleanings. If you have a Medicare Advantage Plan, contact 
your plan to learn about dental services that may be covered.

While Medicare does not pay for dental care needed primarily for the 
health of your teeth, it does offer very limited coverage for dental care 
needed to protect your general health, or for dental care needed in order 
for another Medicare-covered health service to be successful. For instance, 
Medicare may cover: 

• An oral examination in the hospital before a kidney transplant
• An oral examination in a rural clinic or Federally Qualified Health Cen-

ter (FQHC) before a heart valve replacement
• Dental services needed for radiation treatment for certain jaw-related 

diseases (like oral cancer)
• Ridge reconstruction (reconstruction of part of the jaw) performed when 

a facial tumor is removed
• Surgery to treat fractures of the jaw or face
• Dental splints and wiring needed after jaw surgery
It is important to know that while Medicare may cover these initial 

dental services, Medicare will not pay for any follow-up dental care after 
the underlying health condition has been treated. For example, if you were 
in a car accident and needed a tooth extraction as part of surgery to repair 
a facial injury, Medicare may cover your tooth extraction—but it will not 
pay for any other dental care you may need later because you had the tooth 
removed.

Medicare also covers some dental-related hospitalizations. 
For example, Medicare may cover: 
• Observation you require during a dental procedure because you have a 

health-threatening condition
In these cases, Medicare will cover the costs of hospitalization (including 

room and board, anesthesia, and x-rays). It will not cover the dentist fee for 
treatment or fees for other physicians, such as radiologists or anesthesiolo-
gists. Further, while Medicare may cover inpatient hospital care in these 
cases, it never covers dental services specifically excluded from Original 
Medicare (like dentures), even if you are in the hospital.

If you need dental care, look into resources or other forms of insurance 
that may help pay for dental services. You can also use FAIR Health’s con-
sumer cost lookup tool to get an estimate for the amounts dental profession-
als usually charge in your area for different services.

620-724-4774
202 W. St. John

Girard, KS 66743

(MAIN) 785-448-3111
PO Box 329, Garnett, KS 66032

Thanks to everyone who donates to the 
East Central Kansas Area Agency on Aging!!!

At this time of year, as the weather gets cooler, Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays are just around the corner.  
I always like to think how blessed I am and what can I do to pay it forward or help someone else have a better 
holiday.   I know we each have our favorite charity or organization that we will try to donate to near the end of the 
year.  If you are looking for a new place to make a difference by your donation, please consider the ECKAAA or the 
ECKAAA Nutrition Program.    

Donations are what helps keep all the programs at our office running smoothly.  We get all kinds of donations, and 
they are all appreciated.  We get cash donations for our assistance navigating Part D and Medicare.  We get in kind 
donations that help the nutrition sites. We get memorials from families and friends because the home delivered 
meals helped their loved one stay in their own home.  The nutrition sites and senior centers have fundraisers to help 
support the Meals on Wheels program.   There are so many people that help support our agency, I want to try to list 
some of them so you can see all the people that support the programs.  

THANK YOU TO THOSE WHO DONATED IN ONE WAY OR ANOTHER- 
IT ALL HELPS AND MAKES A DIFFERENCE

SHICK Donations - $531  AARP tax help - $100

American Century Investments Matched an Employees donation to the Nutrition Program of 
$500 for a total of $1,000 - Thank you CNR!

We received memorials for Evelyn Webster of $1,000 and Dorothy Patterson of $425
Thanks to Evelyn’s and Dorothy’s family members and friends!

All Sites sold cookies and raised over $2,000.  Great Job - Thank you!

Auburn Pharmacy does a Caps to Cash program and our nutrition sites collected caps that generated over $1,030. 
Thanks for this great program!

Osage County Nutrition Site and Senior Center raised close to $1000 this year. Thank you!

Louisburg Senior Center and Nutrition Site has created several yearly fundraisers the whole town supports.
They do a Pie Auction, a Valentine’s Day Dinner, and a Saturday Breakfast.  With these 3 events and the support 

of the Christ our Savior Church over $1,900 was raised.   Thank you

Pizza Time Pub in Ottawa and Casey’s General Store in 
Osawatomie continue to donate plastic bags to their local nutrition sites.  Thank you for your contribution.

Our big fundraiser for the year is the 20th Annual Benefit Trail Ride for Meals on Wheels.  
This year the event is Oct. 2nd – I am including a brochure that shows all the sponsors and donors for this event.  
This is a big outdoor event held at Cedar Park at Pomona Lake and it takes a lot of volunteers to make it work. 

Just like our Nutrition site and our office, we could not do what we do without our wonderful volunteers. 

Thank you from the bottom of my heart. 
 Jodi Smith, Marketing and Outreach Specialist
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✔ Having all of your medications
in one convenient place

✔ Quick visual confirmations that
your medications were taken

✔ Easy dispense bubbles with
foil backs

Receive the right medications,
at the right time, every day by:

www.auburnpharmacies.com

Pr�iding c�e to all 6 East Cen�al Kansas C
nties!
For more information and hours visit:

AuBurn Pharmacy’s EZMed TM 
is Packaging for Peace of Mind!
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For anyone that would 
like to join in on a virtu-
al/zoom Caregiver Book 
Club please call Shan-
non, 785-242-7200.  The 
book we will be reading 
is:

The Good Caregiver:  A One-of-a-kind 
Compassionate Resource for Anyone

Caring for an Aging Loved one”
By Robert L. Kane, M.D. 

It looks to have some valuable information we 
can read and discuss!  This book is available 
through Hoopla-an online extension through 
your local library.  If you have a library card 
you can download the Hoopla app.  We will 
have copies available that can be sent to you.  

If you are 60 and over, and a caregiver; or if you are caring for someone 60 
and over—join others who are caregivers at one of these locations! 

Anderson County Cup of Necessity with Shannon Ocsody
3d Thursday  of each month, 10-11AM Starts Nov 18, 2021

Garnett Library- 125 W 4th Ave.,  Garnett, KS 

Franklin County Support Group 
2nd Tuesday of each month, 1-2:30PM 

East Central Kansas Agency on Aging - 117 South Main, Ottawa, 
KS Facilitators: Diane Sadowski & ECKAAA 

Miami County Support Group 
3rd Tuesday of each month, 6-7PM 

Elizabeth Layton Center - 2595 SW 327th St, Paola, KS Facilitators: 
Barbara Cordts & ECKAAA 

Coffey County Cancer Support Group with Sharon O'Keefe 
Last Thursday of Each Month at 7PM 

Burlington Public Library - 410 Juniatta Street, Burlington, KS

 If you have questions about any of our caregiver activities- please call 
Shannon at 1-800-633-5621 or 785-242-7200

We need your help.- At this time we are looking for facilitators in Anderson, 
Osage, and Linn County for a Caregviver Support Group.

If you would like to help, please call our office and ask for Shannon.
785-242-7200 or 1-800-633-5621

If you have questions about any of our caregiver activities - please call 
Shannon at 1-800-633-5621 OR 1-785-242-7200

Caregiver Support Group 
Opportunities

Caregiver’s Corner by 
Shannon Ocsody

   Caregiver’s Corner   Caregiver’s Corner

Nothing is more important 
than helping your loved 

one recover in the comfort of 
their own  home.  

Faith Home Healthcare provides a welcome solution to 
individuals wishing to rehabilitate in their own home.  

Locally owned & operated, we are dedicated to 
providing the best comprehensive, individualized skilled 

nursing, physical therapy, occupational therapy and 
speech therapy.  

Our professional clinical staff work with your physician 
to develop a comprehensive plan of care that is 

personalized to meet your healthcare needs.  

Faith Home Healthcare 

913-296-7636 

www.faithkc.com 

The Faith Difference is an important one! 

HHaannddss  tthhaatt  HHeeaall,,  HHeeaarrttss  tthhaatt  CCaarree  

AARP TAX
VOLUNTEERS
WILL BE BACK AT ECKAAA

Last year the AARP tax 
volunteers come into our 
office on Thursdays to as-
sist people with their tax-

es.   This year starting in February, they will be using 
our conference room again as a location to help peo-
ple with their taxes. Please call the Ottawa Library  
after January 17th to make an appointment at 785-
242-3080.  

The packets will also be available at the library as of 
January 17th. Our office is not able to make appoint-
ments, AARP is just using our space.  Past clients 
Will be contacted as in the past by mail.  For your 
appointment, come to the ECKAAA office, 117 S. 
Main St. in Ottawa,  preferably through the alley 
entrance.  The same volunteers will be here to help 
you.  Pictured are Marlene, Bob, and Dean.   Please 
remember this is a first come first serve basis and 
the spaces are limited.
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The Kansas Department for Aging and Dis-
ability Services has partnered with GetSetUp, 
the largest online social learning platform de-
signed specifically for older adults to learn new 
things, connect with others, and unlock new 
life experiences. This partnership offers all old-
er Kansans FREE access to more than 4,000 in-
teractive classes, all taught by older adults, on 
topics such as physical fitness, cooking, travel, 
health and wellness and so much more. In ad-
dition, KDADS has created 11 exclusive classes 
relevant to our community. Older Kansans can 
join GetSetUp’s vibrant community of older 
adults who find meaning and purpose by shar-
ing their knowledge and passions, having fun 
and socializing together.

Visit getsetup.org to get started

KS Dept of Aging and Disability
Partners with GetSetUp

NEWS from ECKAAA
Nutrition Program

 - Oliver Food Trays -

Every day we strive to reduce hunger and provide 
nutrition to the elderly in six counties; everyone 
involved strives to meet our clients’ needs with a 
smile.

You may notice some of our meals come in trays de-
pending on whether it is a home delivery or some of 
our Nutrition sites. At the nutrition sites our Oliver 
food trays are used when the meal count is low.
These trays are 100% compostable plant fibers, en-
vironmental sustainability made of sugar cane and 
bamboo fibers. Trays are lined with a plant- based 
resin of natural dextrose and sucrose by product of 
corn, sugar cane and beets.

The trays can go from freezer to oven or microwave, 
safely. With the filled meal package function being 
from -40 F to 400 F. Sealed trays can be reheated up 
to 180 degrees.

The sealed compartments make it easy to mitigate 
cross contamination; the sealed integrity is strong 
while being equipped with an easy peel open. The 
trays also aid in ensuring portion control; and, be-
ing in compliance with our program and the guide-
lines from our nutritionist.

They are natural insulation fibers that keep meals 
hot and the exterior safe to touch.

Our agency and staff take safety and quality seri-
ously to ensure the integrity of our meals in their 
delivery to our clients.
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CLUB MEDICARE
COVID-19 PUBLIC HEALTH EMERGENCY

EXPIRATION MAY 11
By Lindsey Copeland, May 11, 2023, Medicare Rights Center

The COVID-19 public health emergency (PHE) declaration in 
effect since early 2020 ended today, May 11. The PHE allowed the 
federal government to waive or modify certain Medicare rules to 
ease access to care during the pandemic. While some of these pol-
icies will remain in place, others expire immediately. As outlined 
below, these changes may impact what Medicare beneficiaries pay 
for certain COVID-related services.

Medicare Coverage and Costs after the PHE

At-home COVID-19 Tests—The program that allowed Medi-
care to pay for up to eight over-the-counter COVID-19 tests per 
month ends on May 11. People with Medicare will now pay out-
of-pocket for these tests. Some Medicare Advantage (MA) plans 
may elect to cover the tests but are not required to do so; enrollees 
should check with their plan for details.

Clinical COVID-19 Tests—Medicare Part B will continue to cov-
er provider-ordered, laboratory-based COVID-19 tests at no cost 
to the beneficiary. However, Original Medicare (OM) and MA 
enrollees may now face cost-sharing for testing-related services, 
such as the associated provider visit. Depending on their plan, 
MA enrollees may also pay cost-sharing for the test itself and face 
utilization management restrictions.

COVID-19 Vaccines—Medicare beneficiaries will continue to 
have access to COVID-19 vaccines, including boosters, at  no cost 
under Part B. MA plans must cover the vaccinations in-network 
without cost-sharing.

COVID-19 Oral Antiviral Treatments—During the PHE, 
Medicare enrollees paid nothing for COVID-19 oral antiviral 
medications like Paxlovid. Post-PHE, treatments purchased by 
the federal government will remain available at no cost until the 
federal supply is exhausted. Part D plans will begin to cover these 
drugs as they shift to the commercial market. Enrollees may face 
varying cost-sharing amounts, depending on their plan.

Medicare Telehealth—The PHE’s expanded Medicare telehealth 
policies will largely remain in place. Congress extended most of 
them through December 2024.

90-day Fills—During the PHE, Medicare Part D plans were 
required to provide up to a 90-day supply of covered drugs when 
requested. This policy ends with the PHE.

Three-day Inpatient Stays—Though waived during the PHE, 
most OM enrollees will again require a 3-day inpatient hospital 
stay before Medicare will pay for needed skilled nursing facility 
care. 

The PHE expiration will impact policies and coverage well be-
yond this list, including Medicaid services and other assistance. 
Importantly, it is distinct from the unwinding of the Medicaid 

continuous eligibility requirement, also established to promote 
timely care during the COVID-19 pandemic. Nationally, those 
enrollment protections ended March 31, though state implemen-
tation timelines vary.

As these changes take effect, Medicare Rights will continue to 
work with policymakers and stakeholders to ensure access to 
affordable coverage and care.

MEDICARE ADVANTAGE PLAN NETWORK
COMPARISON CHART

Each type of Medicare Advantage Plan has different net-
work rules. A network is a group of doctors, hospitals, 
and medical facilities that contract with a plan to provide 
services. There are various ways a plan may manage your 
access to specialists or out-of-network providers. Remem-
ber that your costs are typically lowest when you use in-net-
work providers and facilities, regardless of your plan.
It’s important to know that not all Medicare Advantage 
Plans—even plans of the same type—work the same way. 
Make sure you understand a plan’s network and coverage 
rules before enrolling. If you have questions, contact your 
plan for more information.

General overview of provider access rules

Note: This chart does not include Special Needs Plans 
(SNPs) or Medicare Medical Savings Account (MSA) plans. 
A SNP is managed care plan that serves people with special 
needs. In an MSA plan, you can go to any doctor or hospital 
willing to accept the plan’s fees. If you are considering join-
ing a SNP or an MSA, ask about that specific plan’s network 
rules.
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Health & Wellness

Heart Disease and Stroke Education
from The University of Kansas Health System

Heart disease and stroke are among the most common medical conditions. 
They affect hundreds of thousands of people in the U.S. By understanding the 
connection between heart disease and stroke, you can take steps to reduce the 
risk factors they share.

Our physicians are at the forefront of innovative treatments for heart disease 
and stroke. Visit a leading cardiologist or primary care physician to learn 
more about heart disease prevention and stroke prevention. You can decrease 
your risk of illness and improve your quality of life.

About heart disease and stroke
Heart disease results from improper functioning of the heart. It can be inher-
ited or may develop over time. There are several types of heart disease. Some 
affect the structure of the heart, such as the arteries or valves, while others 
disrupt the heart’s rhythm. Heart disease is the leading cause of death globally, 
but those affected often can manage the condition through diet, exercise and 
medication.

Stroke affects the arteries leading to and inside the brain. It occurs when blood 
flow to the brain is blocked, depriving cells of oxygen and causing permanent 
cell damage. This can result in consequences including loss of speech, motor 
or cognitive abilities. Stroke is the leading cause of death and disability in the 
U.S. It is important to manage your risk factors to decrease your chances of 
having a stroke – and to recognize the signs so you can get help fast should a 
stroke occur.

The heart and stroke connection
Heart disease and stroke share an important connection. People with heart 
disease are at a higher risk for stroke, and people with stroke have a higher 
risk of heart disease. The conditions share many risk factors, including:
• High LDL (bad) cholesterol
• Low HDL (good) cholesterol
• High blood pressure
• Smoking
• Diabetes
• Physical inactivity
• Obesity

Heart disease and stroke are the No. 1 and No. 5 causes of death in the U.S., 
respectively. Each year, more than 801,000 American lives are lost due to heart 
disease, more than 160,000 are claimed by stroke.

The good news is that several healthy-living practices can make a positive 
impact on your risk for both heart disease and stroke. Remember the motto, 
“what’s good for the heart is good for the head,” and follow this advice for 
heart disease prevention and stroke prevention:
• EAT A HEALTHY DIET INCLUDING FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
• EXERCISE DAILY
• KEEP YOUR WEIGHT IN CHECK
• KNOW YOUR BLOOD PRESSURE, CHOLESTEROL AND BLOOD • • • 
SUGAR NUMBERS
• STOP SMOKING

Watch for warning signs
Heart disease symptoms and stroke symptoms can vary from person to 
person. If you notice any of the following in yourself or someone else, seek 
immediate medical help.
• Heart attack symptoms:
• Fatigue
• Chest tightness or pain
• Pain in 1 or both arms
• Nausea or indigestion
• Shortness of breath
• Stroke symptoms:
• Severe headache
• Weakness or numbness on 1 side
• Loss of vision in 1 or both eyes
• Inability to speak or understand

• Severe dizziness
• Facial droop

BE FAST: 
Know the signs of 
stroke

Balance:
Imbalance, headache, 
dizziness?

Eyes: Is vision in 1 or 
both eyes difficult?

Face: Does 1 side of 
the face droop or is it 
numb?
Arms: Is 1 arm or leg weak or numb?
Speech: Is speech unclear or slurred?
Time: If the person shows any of these symptoms call 911.
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Garnett Housing Authority

Park Plaza North
Independent Senior 
Living for ages 55 
and older. Worry-
free, maintenance 
free. Utilities, 
lawn care and 
snow removal are 
included in rent. No 
income qualifications.

Parkside Place I & II
Roomy one-bedroom 
apartments furnished 
with a stove, refrigerator, 
carpeting, drapes and 
UTILITIES INCLUDED. 
Locked outside doors for 
added security. Subsidized 
rent for qualified seniors 
62 and older.

Call TODAY for your complimentary
consultation and tour! (785) 448-6990

♦ Garnett Housing Authority ♦
♦ 116 Park Plaza North  ♦ Garnett, Kansas 66032 ♦

785.448.6990 ♦ Email: garnetthousing@embarqmail.com
Owned and operated by the City of Garnett
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What’s it Mean to Be Neurodivergent Cont’d page 3

... conditions that fall in the neurodivergent category, according to 
Pankhuree Vandana, M.D., a pediatric psychiatrist and medical di-
rector at the Center for Autism Spectrum Disorder at Nationwide 
Children’s Hospital in Columbus, Ohio.

• ADHD. Individuals may have difficulties holding their attention 
and managing thoughts, behaviors and emotions.

• Autism. Also called spectrum disorder, this includes a broad range 
of conditions that may include challenges with socializing and so-
cial skills, cause repetitive behaviors and trigger speech difficulties, 
which in some cases, may lead an individual to communicate only 
nonverbally.

• Dyslexia. This can include misreading, miswriting or misspeaking 
certain items, as well as confusion with letters or misunderstand-
ing of word organization or pronunciation, and trouble following 
directions.

• Dyscalculia. A misunderstanding of math concepts, such as con-
fusion when reading numbers and symbols, an inability to consis-
tently remember numbers, math facts, rules and procedures, or 
trouble with mental figuring.

• Dysgraphia. A learning disability that involves writing, such as 
unusual pencil grip and body position, illegible handwriting and an 
aversion to writing or drawing.

• Down’s Syndrome. With this condition, individuals are born with 
an extra chromosome that ultimately changes how their body and 
brain develops, and may lead to mental and physical challenges.
“Each of these conditions mentioned above lead to an individual 
processing and communicating information in a unique way,” says 
Dr. Vandana.
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SMILE BIG
Submitted by Kathy Goul, Family & Consumer Science Agent

A smile or words of encouragement may seem like small things, 
but they add up!  When we live life to the fullest, looking for the 
silver lining in all things, those smiles and words of encourage-
ment can add up in a big way.  We know from research that 
having a positive outlook on aging actually adds 7 ½ years to 
our life.  If you have a positive outlook, you’re able to embrace 
aging – and reap the rewards!

To keep us focused on the positive, Dr. Erin Yelland, as special-
ist on aging with K-State Research & Extension, has created an 
acronym that supports the belief that living with positivity is the 
healthy plan for aging well.  She encourages us to SMILE BIG!  

(S) Successful aging requires practicing positivity.  If we 
have a positive attitude, we are more likely to make changes and 
implement healthy behaviors into our lives that are going to help 
us to be successful as we age.  

(M) Manage our expectations.  We are not always going to be 
at the pinnacle of healthy aging, and that’s okay.  We need to 
make our expectations something that are attainable.  Set goals 
for yourself and take control of the steps needed to achieve 
them.

(I) Interact with positivity.  Research shows that when you 
interact with positive people and places, you’re more likely to 
embrace positivity as well.  Spend time with family and friends 
who share this same outlook on life and plan activities that 
bring you joy.

(L) Looking for positives.  We know that bad things happen 
sometimes, but when you take the time to truly reflect, many 
times we can find something positive that occurred.  Although it 
might not feel like it at the time, most negative situations contain 
a learning experience.  If we are going through the pain and 

discomfort of dealing with a negative situation, we can take the 
opportunity to learn something from it too.

(E) Escaping ageism.  Make it a priority to escape stereotypes 
associated with aging.  Your age does not define who you are.  
Gone are the days where older people are supposed to “have 
gray hair, sit in a rocking chair, knit and stay home”.  Today’s 
older adults remain active, socially connected and engaged in 
their communities.

(B) Being healthy.  There are a lot of healthy behaviors that we 
should be doing, but we don’t always do them.  Eating healthy, 
exercising regularly and taking care of our brain all lead to suc-
cessful aging.  Adding colorful fruits & vegetables to our plates, 
along with lean protein and whole grains is a great start!  If you 
are not currently active – strive for 30 minutes of movement 
each day.
(I) “I Can” approach.  Instead of saying “I can’t do this or that 
anymore”, take the “I Can” approach.  For example, “I can utilize 
a cane that will help me move around more safely” vs. “I can’t 
get out and about as much as I used to”.

(G) Give yourself grace.  Sometimes we are going to mess up 
or have a bad day.  We need to give ourselves grace so we’re 
not beating ourselves down when we don’t always embrace 
positivity.  It is okay to not be okay.

My challenge to you today is to get out there, smile big and work 
to add those 7 ½ years to your life, as well as others!  Life is all 
about choices, and attitude does make a difference.

Source:  Erin Yelland, PhD, Associate Professor and Extension 
Specialist, Kansas State University.  For more information on 
aging well, contact Kathy Goul at 913-294-4306 or via email at 
kgoul@ksu.edu.

2023-2024 LEGISLATORS

Caryn Tyson-District 12
Caryn.Tyson@senate.ks.gov

Michael Fagg- District 14
Michael.Fagg@senate.ks.gov

Rick Kloos- District 19
Rick.Kloos@senate.ks.gov

Molly Baumgardner- District 37
Molly.Baumgardner@senate.ks.gov

Trevor Jacobs- District 4
Trevor.Jacobs@house.ks.gov

Carrie Barth- District 5
Carrie.Barth@house.ks.gov

Samantha Poetter Parshall - District 6
samantha.poetter@house.ks.gov

Fred Gardner - District 9
Fred.Gardner@house.ks.gov

Adam Thomas- District 26
Adam.Thomas@house.ks.gov

Ken Corbet- District 54
ken.corbet@house.ks.gov

Rebecca Schmoe- District 59
Rebecca.Schmoe@house.ks.gov

Eric Smith, E.- District 76
Eric.Smith@house.ks.gov
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Success Stories For Kansas Legal Service, Inc. kls 
By: By Tom Lasley, Attorney

Each year the Kansas City, Kansas 
office of Kansas Legal Services, Inc. 
(KLS) handles literally thousands 
of matters for low income, low 
net worth clients, all at no charge.  
Because we have so many success 
stories, we thought it would be 
good to share just a couple of par-
ticularly interesting ones so the 
public can better understand the 
type of good work that KLS does, 
especially for our elderly clients. 

We are very proud of the following  
cases.  Please note that the KLS clients associated with these cas-
es have given KLS their written consent to publish this article, but 
have requested their names be changed for privacy concerns.  

SUCCESS STORY #1:  A BATTLE WITH THE VETERAN’S ADMIN-
ISTRATION:
A few years ago, James, a Veteran, went to a local VA hospital for 
admission into a drug/alcohol rehab program.  During the admis-
sion process, James informed the VA that he had been dishonor-
ably discharged and thus, feared he could not participate in this 
program free of charge.  The VA researched his military record and 
told James that its records reflected he had been honorably dis-
charged.  Therefore, he was told he was eligible for this program, 
at no charge. Accordingly, James was admitted to the VA hospi-
tal and received drug/alcohol rehab treatment for 30 days.  On 
the 30th day the administrators came to James and informed him 
that they had made a mistake and that he was correct.  His re-
cords showed he had been dishonorably discharged instead.  They 
immediately released him and gave him a bill for its services in 
the amount of $35,000.00.  James had no money to pay the VA 
because he was unemployed.  Due to the stress of being kicked 
out of the VA rehab program, being unemployed and owing the 
VA $35,0000, James quickly relapsed and fell back into his old 
addictive habits.  Over the last several years, the VA aggressive-
ly pursued collecting its bill from James by garnishing his Income 
Tax Refunds and a percentage of his monthly VA disability checks.  
James tried everything he could on his own to convince the VA 
to write off his debt, but nothing worked.  James tried to hire a 
private attorney but realized he could not afford one.  Thus, James 
came to our offices for assistance.   Because James was in great 
need, and had been treated poorly and unfairly by the VA, KLS 
decided to represent him on this matter.  After researching the 
law, writing and submitting a legal brief in support of James’ po-
sition, and spending months of negotiating with the VA, the VA 
finally succumbed and agreed to: (1) write off its entire $35,000 
bill, (2) immediately cease all garnishments of James’ Income Tax 
Refunds and monthly disability checks and (3) immediately re-
fund to James all of the money it had garnished from him, which 
exceeded $3,000.00.  It was a complete victory.  Ironically, we re-
ceived word that this matter was settled on Veteran’s Day.  As a 
result, James is now stress free, gainfully employed and back on 
the road to recovery and sobriety.  Needless to say, James is a very 
happy KLS client.

SUCCESS STORY #2:  A MUCH NEEDED INHERITANCE:
Matthew, an 83 year old, low income, single male, with no living 

relatives, recently contacted KLS about the death of his estranged 
sister Roberta.   Roberta was also in her 80s, single, and had no 
relatives other than her brother, Matthew.  Out of the blue, Mat-
thew received some documents from an alleged friend of Rober-
ta, named Jeff.  Jeff stated he was the Executor of Roberta’s Estate.  
Jeff asked Matthew to sign some enclosed documents and to re-
turn them to him.  There was no explanation about the purpose of 
these documents. Because Matthew was confused by these doc-
uments, after the passage of several months he finally decided to 
contact KLS for guidance.  

KLS reviewed the documents and determined that Matthew was 
being asked to disclaim and waive any interest he might have in 
his sister’s estate.  Smelling something suspicious, KLS agreed to 
investigate this matter for Matthew.  Through its investigation, 
KLS discovered that Roberta’s friend Jeff was trying to present 
to the Probate Court a Will allegedly written by Roberta, which 
appointed Jeff as the Executor of Roberta’s estate and left all of 
Roberta’s estate to Jeff.  In examining this alleged Will, KLS deter-
mined that it did not meet any of the Kansas statutory require-
ments of a valid, legal Will, and was therefore void.  Accordingly, 
KLS determined that Roberta died with no Will and that her as-
sets MUST pass to her heirs under the Kansas Laws of Intestacy.  
Pursuant to the Laws of Intestacy, Matthew was Roberta’s sole 
heir.  KLS advised Matthew not to sign any of the documents sent 
to him by Jeff, and instead, KLS forced a proper estate adminis-
tration to be opened for Roberta’s estate.  As a result, because 
Matthew was Roberta’s sole heir, Matthew ended up inheriting 
over $140,000.00 from Roberta’s estate and Jeff received noth-
ing.  This $140,000 was a much needed inheritance for Matthew.  
When asked what he was going to do with the money, he respond-
ed: “I can now go to the grocery story and buy some meat for the 
first time in years.”  Once again, KLS has another very happy client.

CONCLUSION and DISCLAIMER:  Please note that the results ob-
tained on the above cases are not necessarily typical.  These cases 
provide just a few examples of the good work done by KLS.  Un-
fortunately, KLS cannot take on all of the cases that come its way, 
particularly involved cases like the above.  Due to limitations in 
our resources, expertise, and time, KLS always reserves the right 
to refuse cases and to limit our involvement in those we do take.

If you ever have any legal problems, always feel free to contact 
KLS at 1-800-723-6953 and apply for assistance.  We will see if we 
can qualify you for free legal assistance through one of our grants 
and try to help you in any way that we can.  You can also learn 
more about KLS and all of our services by going to our website 
at:  www.kansaslegalservices.org.  In addition, you can call your 
local East Central Area Agency on Aging (ECKAAA) located at 117 
S. Main Street, Ottawa, Kansas, at 785-242-7200, to schedule a 45 
minute, face to face appointment with me at that office.  For se-
niors to qualify for our AAA services, one must be 60 years of age 
or older, a Kansas resident, and a citizen of the United States or a 
legal permanent resident.  I come to Ottawa the first Tuesday of 
each month for these visits, provided we have funding available.  

(The author, Thomas L. Lasley, is an attorney for Kansas Legal 
Services, licensed in both Kansas and Missouri, with over 40 years 
of experience in the areas of Elder Law, Probate Law, and Estate 
Planning.)
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COMMUNITY NEWS
It’s Summer and that means its Fair Season be sure to check 
out your 4-H districts and County fair schedules for upcom-
ing derby’s, rodeo’s, concerts, entertainment, and more. Plus, 
there are a few other noteworthy events taking place in July 
and August!

ANDERSON COUNTY
The Anderson County Fair Kicks off July 24th through the 
27th, in Garnett, KS. Enjoy a draft horse pull and a pie bak-
ing contest, auctions and more!

COFFEY COUNTY
Head on over to Kelley Park in Burlington, Ks for the Coffey 
County Fair July 19th – July 23rd!

FRANKLIN COUNTY
The Richmond Free Fair in Richmond, Ks takes place July 
13th-July15th!

The Franklin County Fair is from July 17th-July 22nd, in 
Ottawa, Ks. Check out the exhibits, special events and more!

The Lane Agricultural Fair will be held on August 3rd – 5th 
at the Lane Fairgrounds in Lane, Ks.

From August 19th – October 1st the Franklin County 
Historical Society in Ottawa and Humanities Kansas will be 
hosting the Smithsonian Tour – Voices and Votes: Democ-
racy in America. The exhibit investigates the history of 
American Democracy and how it has evolved over the last 
250 years. For More information contact: 

Ottawa Historical Society
1140 W. 7th Street Ottawa, KS 66067
(785) 357-0359

MIAMI COUNTY
Osawatomie’s Light on the Lake is July 1st featuring a blast 
from the past Creedence Revived, a CCR tribute band, plus 
a lakeside party for all with fireworks.  Tickets start at $17, 
for more information email osawatomielotl@gmail.com or 
call (913) 755-2146.
Be sure to swing by the Miami County Fair in Paola, Ks July 
22-July 30th!

LINN COUNTY
The Linn County Fair & Rodeo promises to be a lot of fun 
for all in Mound City, Ks, August 5th – 12th!

OSAGE COUNTY
The Osage County Fair is in Overbrook, Ks August 2nd 
– August 5th; be sure to check out the Frontier District 
website for fair schedules for Franklin, Anderson and Osage 
Counties!

Summer is on its way again. It’s time for fun, heat, and Sun. It is a 
time for gathering, BBQs, swimming, and looking for shade. It is 
easy to get swept up into the summer festivities such as camping, 
car shows, and trips to the lake. It is important to keep a few things 
in mind, not just for the I/DD population, but for everyone.

Stay hydrated- this is a standard everyone brings up. It is also essen-
tial to staying healthy during the summer heat and humidity. How 
much depends on your specific body type, age, sex, medical condi-
tions, medications, etc. In general, we hear a lot about drinking 64 
ounces of water a day, or 8 glasses. That is good for a start. Think 
about adding another 32 ounces and you are on your way. Drink 
often throughout the day.

• Other ways to stay hydrated are, avoid sugary and caffeinated 
drinks. These often add to the dehydration in our bodies. 
• Eat foods with a higher water content: cucumbers, cauliflower, 
tomatoes, spinach, strawberries, broccoli, grapefruit, etc. 
• You can infuse your water with various fruits, veggies, and herbs.
• Try adding a pinch of Himalayan sea salt and a cap full of natural 
maple syrup to 64oz of water. This acts like a natural Gatorade. 

Key signs of dehydration:
• Dry itchy skin
• Dizzy/ Headache
• Fatigued
• Muscle cramps
• Not having to urinate- keep an eye on the color. It should be pale 
yellow, like straw. Dark yellow or amber color is a telltale sign you 
need to get some fluid into you. Be mindful, some medications and 
foods can affect the color and smell of your bodily output.

Feeling the sun on our faces is usually a pleasant experience. Be 
sure you are familiar with your medications and photosensitivity. 
Check with your doctor or pharmacist if you are unsure. Some 
medications can cause you to be or become sensitive to the Sun. 
This is usually caused by a chemically induced change in the skin. 
The symptoms can be sunburn- like symptoms, rash, or others.

Two types of Photosensitivity to watch out for:
• Photoallergy: Allergic reaction of the skin. This can happen after 
several days of Sun exposure.
• Phototoxicity: Irritation of the skin usually occurs within a few 
hours of exposure.

Having the potential to cause photosensitivity isn’t guaranteed, it is 
something to be mindful of. 
• Try to stay in the shade as much as possible. 
• The sun’s rays may be stronger on the water and the snow. 
• Wear broad rimmed hats, sunglasses, long sleeved loose clothing.
• Sunscreen is your friend! It is recommended to use a SPF 30 or
higher broad-spectrum sunscreen.

Taking precautions and being mindful of your health is not going 
to take all your summer fun away. It is better to be on the side of 
caution than to pay for mistakes with your health. So, go splash in 
the lake, toss those water balloons, and enjoy that barbeque. Drink 
lots of water and enjoy the popsicles! 

Your CDDO wishes you a joyous, fun, and safe summer!

CDDO - SUMMER TIPS
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TECHNOLOGY

JULY IS UV SAFETY MONTH

It was a typical morning working from the office when 
a very hot egg exploded in my dad’s face. Had it not 
been for the extensive burns and healing, the spot 
on his face would have gone wholly unnoticed by his 
dermatologist. The spot has been there changing ever 
so slightly after serving in the desert. It was melanoma. 
Luckily, they were able to remove it all and he’s living 
his best life.

The American Academy of Dermatology Association 
(2023) rolled out in May with their annual Skin Cancer 
Awareness Campaign: 

Sunscreen has evolved overtime as we learn more about 
UV exposure; however, sunscreen is considered passive 
protection. 

Some clothing is now being manufactured with built in 
UV filters! According to Chiara Biagini, PhD (2020), 
“There is a special class of fabrics that are treated with 
chemicals and dyes capable of absorbing UV light. For 
example, titanium dioxide has been added to nylon 
to improve the fabric’s UV blockage even when wet. 
Fabrics are rated according to their level of ultraviolet 
protection, called UPF (Ultraviolet Protection Fac-
tor). Typically sun protective fabrics have a UPF of 30 
or more, which corresponds to 95% of UV shielding. 
Compared to the more common sunscreen, sun protec-
tive clothing has the advantage of not requiring to be 
applied multiple times a day.”

There is also apps (for your phone or smart devices) 
and wearable sensors that aid in monitoring your UV 
exposure. Geo-location specific daily UV indexes can 
also aid in bringing awareness to a person’s current 
risks.

Biagini (2020) speculates that, “In the next years, we 
might be able to rely on integrated smart systems able 
to conjugate an adequate level of protection with a 

real-time monitoring of the protection’s status.”

Reference: Biagini, C. (n.d.). UV-exposure: How 
technology helps US preventing and monitoring the 
risk for our skin. LinkedIn. https://www.linkedin.com/
pulse/uv-exposure-how-technology-helps-us-prevent-
ing-risk-our-biagini
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NATIONAL SENIOR HEALTH &
FITNESS DAY AT ORC RECAP

by Jennifer McMahan

On May 31st the Ottawa Recreation Commission host-
ed Free Chair Yoga with Breakfast and Giveaways to 
celebrate National Senior Health & Wellness. East Cen-
tral Kansas Area Agency on Aging provided cinnamon 
rolls and ORC gave away a 30-day punch pass and dis-
counted classes. They had 19 people in attendance for 
the yoga class and breakfast; as well as numerous others 
that are 55 years or older take advantage of the free gym 
day. For future events check out the Ottawa Recreation 
Commission Facebook page or their calendar at https://
orcks.recdesk.com/Community/Calendar . 
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Learning to See the World As Changed

As we all progress through life, we gain and lose abilities.  
Often, when one says dementia, many immediately think of 
what is lost. Teepa Snow, one of America’s leading educators 
on dementia, is making it her mission to show the world as 
changed, not lost.  Her person-centered model focuses on 
individual’s capabilities rather than the memory loss that is 
pointedly evident.  

GEMS is a model that relates each stage of dementia to the 
color of a gem. Teepa Snow describes six stages. https://
teepasnow.com/blog/6-gems-you-need-to-know-for-a-
positive-approach-to-dementia-care/  By Valerie Feurich, 
Positive Approach to Care Team member

 A Sapphire is a brain that is aging normally, flexi-
ble, organized, and is able to work with all the other 
GEMS. People in a Sapphire State are the ideal care 

partners for someone living with dementia, as they possess 
the adaptability to go with the flow and appropriately inter-
act with the GEMS State of the person in their care.

Note: When stressed, even a healthy brain can slip out of 
the Sapphire State. When that happens, the best thing you 
can do is to take a deep breath and a break (if possible) to 
help get yourself back into that calm and collected state.

 
People in a Diamond State are still clear and sharp 
but become increasingly rigid. They tend to have a 
lot of facets to them but are noticeably inflexible and 

are able to still cut you or hurt you. Diamonds don’t do well 
with change but are still very much able to shine.

They are who they were, but they are different. This can 
make it difficult for care partners to acknowledge that the 
person is really living with dementia, as they still know 
what they’re doing but appear increasingly stubborn.
 
Unlike the Diamond, people living in the Emerald State are 
no longer clear and sharp. This is usually the state at which 
people begin to struggle and get identified as having some-
thing going on.

Emeralds are on the go but might get lost in time 
or place and their words aren’t always as clear and 
sharp as they used to be. An Emerald is flawed but 

unaware, thinking that everything is fine, so they may cast 
blame on someone else.

In this State, care partners are likely to notice mistakes. 

Instead of pointing out the flaw, care partners will likely 
have much greater success by going with the flow.
 
People living in an Amber State tend to be caught in a 
moment of time. Many Ambers are all about sensations, 
and what something feels like. They are therefore more 
curious than cautious and lack safety awareness.

An Amber is all about seeking things they like 
but may strongly respond to things they don’t 
like. So, this is the State at which care partners 

often struggle to not turn into a Diamond themselves, 
as the person’s behavior is so inconsistent with who they 
used to be.

 
In this State of dementia, fine-motor skills in a 
person’s eyes, fingers, mouth, and feet begin to 
fade. A Ruby might therefore have trouble figur-

ing things out visually, and struggle with speech produc-
tion as well as chewing and swallowing at times. While 
fine-motor skills get lost, a Ruby can still do larger, gross 
movements, like clapping hands or holding onto things.

In this State the person’s strength remains fairly un-
changed, so they might firmly hold on to you or miscel-
laneous items without knowing how to let go. It’s easy 
for care partners to get stressed and go Diamond in this 
State, so it is particularly important to take a step back, 
take a deep breath so you can get oxygen to your brain, 
and try to let go of what was so you can be a Sapphire 
once again.

 
Similar to an oyster shell, which tends to be ugly 
on the outside but can hold treasured GEMS on 
the inside, care partners can find a Pearl in this 

last State of dementia if they just know where and how to 
look.

In this State, the brain has changed so that the person’s 
reflexes are turned on non-stop, body systems begin to 
shut down, and gross motor skills are lost. The person 
becomes trapped, but with the right care the shell relax-
es just enough to produce the amazing Pearl that is still 
there.

In this State care partners tend to spend way too much 
energy on preserving the shell but miss the GEMS that 
are still residing inside. The question for all of us is, can 
we see the precious and unique?

Caring for a loved one isn’t easy, nor is finding the 
positives or GEMS in such a stressful situation. Howev-
er, when looking at the GEMS, we may find ourselves 
smiling and relaxing a little.  Hang on to those treasured 
moments to get you through the rough ones.
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Saint Luke’s 
Senior Life Solutions 
Emotional and behavioral health for older adults

Learn more or refer yourself, a loved one, or patient 
785-204-8043
saintlukeskc.org/senior

Seniors can suffer depression and anxiety, often related to aging. 
Symptoms may include: 

Saint Luke’s team of board-certified and trained professionals work with those 
in need to provide a confidential assessment and personalized care plan.

• Decreased energy

• Difficulty sleeping

• Hopelessness

• Loneliness

• Low self-confidence

• Restlessness

• Sadness
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